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Avalanche beacons test

Avalanche beacon is essential for all those, who move in the winter alpine terrain. Nowadays 
there is a vast choice of beacons on the market. Many winter travelers are in doubt about kind 
of beacon suits their needs best. Why more antennae are better? What is the advantage of 
marking functions? What are the transceivers accuracies when pinpointing? These were few 
questions we tried to answer

From 18th until 20th of April 2011 the Avalanche beacon test was held in Jasná Slovakia. This 
event was organized by the Avalanche Prevention Centre of Mountain Rescue Service in 
Slovakia.  The test participants represented mountain rescue organizations from Slovakia, 
Poland and Czech Republic. Mountain guides from Slovakia and Czech Republic together with 
the Anna Pasek foundation took part too. Everyone was able to keep an eye on the other’s 
hands. The aim was to make the test as independent as possible. 
The main goal of the test was to evaluate the beacons range in real conditions and test the 
functionality also. The methodology was based on test of German alpine club from 2008. Some 
additional measurements were performed to evaluate the posible influence of the rescue walkie 
talkies (Motorola GP380 with frequency 170,075MHz) on the transmitting beacons. During the 
multiple burial test, the GPS with submeter accuracy was used to measure the path which led 
into the finding of the burials. Fourteen types of beacons were tested. For the test purposes 
150 beacons were collected from 5 manufacturers. From each type of the beacon we had 10 
pieces, from which randomly 5 were chosen for the testing. The following devices were tested:

Arva 3 Axes (2 devices tested)
Arva Evo 3
bca Tracker 2
bca Tracker DTS
Barryvox VS 68 (2 devices tested)
Mammut Barryvox Pulse
Mammut Barryvox Opto 3000
Ortovox 3+
Ortovox F1(3 devices tested)
Ortovox Patroller
Ortovox S1
Pieps DSP v 5.0
Pieps DSP v 6.2 (2 devices tested)
Pieps Freeride  (3 devices tested)

Altogether over 3500 measurements were done. According to the IKAR- CISA Recommendation 
REC L 0009 avalanche rescue is divided into 4 phases: 1. signal search 2. coarse search 3. fine 
search  4. pinpointing. To cover all the phases the following parameters of each device was 
tested:

Range: the distance from transmitting devices was measured on the place where the first and 
stable signal was reached. The transmitting beacon was buried in 3 different ways to simulate 
3 positions of the transmitting antenna to the searching beacon: 1. Axial position of the trans-
mitting antenna, 2. Perpendicular position of the transmitting antenna, 3. Vertical position of 
the transmitting antenna.
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Direction: the deviation from direct course was measured. 
The transmitting beacon was buried in perpendicular posi-
tion and so called directional index was implemented to 
compare the various devices (see figure 1.). 

Di = d/Ry
Di – directional index
d – deviation from direct path
Ry  – range (transmitting antenna in perpendicular position)

Accuracy: in the nearby range (3m), the distance between 
the transmitting beacon buried 0.5 meters and 2 meters 
deep was measured. The distance shown on the searching 
beacon was compared with real distance. Only devices with 
displays were tested.

Multiple burials: The track length necessary to locate the 
burials was measured with submter accuracy GPS and con-
sequently the data were postprocessed to get the best pos-
sible accuracy. Two scenarios were adopted: one with 3 buri-
als and the other with 4 nearby burials.

Additional testing (smartphones and walkie talkies): The 
aim of the test was to find out if the smartphone or walkie 
talkie placed close to the transmitting beacon can somehow 
influence the range of the searching beacons. The constant 
distance was 20m and distance with walkie talkie in on 
and off state was recorded.

Figure 2. Test of walkie talkie influence on transmitting beacon.

Figure 1. Directional index was used for evaluating 
how the beacon guides the rescuer to the burial 
(adopted from Ch. Semmel, F. Hellberg, LVS-Geräte 
im Test, update).
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Results

Range measurements
In the case when transmitting antenna is in axial position all the beacons reached their maxi-
mal possible range (figure 3). Old analogue beacons (Mammut Barryvox VS 68, Ortovox F1) 
performed very well with ranges between 60 m and 70 m.
When the transmitting beacon is moved to unfavorable burial position (transmitting antenna is 
in perpendicular or in vertical position to the searching beacon) there is considerabl decrease in 
the range of all the beacons (figure 4 and 5). For the comparison each beacon ranges gained in 
all three positions were plotted in one graph (figures 6-20).

Figure 3.
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Figure 6. Ranges of the beacons in all three burial scenarios x – axial, y – perpendicular, z – vertical 
position of the transmitting antenna.
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Direction measurements
In the coarse search of avalanche rescue it is necessary to locate the buried victim. It is impor-
tant to search effectively in the proper direction. To assess the directional accuracy the direc-
tional index (Di) was used. The lower the Di is the beacon guides you on the better trajectory 
without any bypasses from straight direction.

Table 1. Directional deviations and indexes of the beacons when transmitting antenna is 
in perpendicular position. 
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Accuracy measurements
Accuracy is a crucial factor while when pinpointing the burial. Generally accuracy decreases 
with burial depth. The charts show (figure 8.) the distance which was displayed by the 
beacons and real distance. There is clear connection between the number of antennae and 
accuracy of the devices. With some exceptions 3 antenna beacons performed well displaying 
distances close to the reality. Drawbacks of two and one antenna beacons are two characteris-
tic peaks when showing the distance. This might lead to the unwanted problems circumstances 
during the avalanche rescue.

Fhe searching beacon.

Figure 8.

Figure 7. Directional index of the beacons, the lower the index is the beacon guides you through better thetrajectory to the burial.
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Figure 8. Charts showing the accuracy of the beacons when pinpointing the burial. Transmitting antenna was in axial position 
to the searching beacon.
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Multiple burials
Only the beacons with option to mark the burial were tested or the ones with SP mode. There 
was no beacon which would perform without any issues. In the case of 3 burials there were four 
beacons which performed well. When searching for four burials, two beacons out of five proved 
good results. It is worth to mention that none of the beacons was excellent and there are still 
many problems to solve. The results from GPS measurements should be considered with care 
because they are quite difficult to interpret. Although each tester was either professional 
mountain guide or rescuer, they choose various approaches for the multiple burial searches. 
Therefore the distances cannot be considered as key factor for determining the pros and cons of 
every beacon. 

Table 3. Distance measured during the multiple burial search test. Figure 9. Gps track of the multiple burials test.

Table 2. Grading and comments of the multiple burial test.
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Additional testing (smartphones and walkie talkies)
In most cases the influence of walkie talkies or smartphones on transmitting signal is negligi-
ble. There is a slight influence in some cases when the displayed distance increased or de-
creased not more than 16%.Devices with magnetic switch are in specific positions susceptible 
to accidental switch from transmitting mode to off mode.

              Table 4. The cases when the range of the beacon changed are marked yellow. 
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Conclusion

The aim of the test was not to find the 
winner or loser. It is very complicated to 
tell which device is the best or the worst. 
Some beacons have excellent range but 
are not so precise, some others are more 
accurate when pinpointing, but have some 
troubles solving multiple burials. It is nec-
essary to know one’s own beacon well and 
be aware of its drawbacks. Range mea-
surements shown that some beacons in 
unfavorable position of transmitting an-
tenna do not fulfill recommended criteria 
on the search strip width. Therefore in 
this case it is recommended to adapt the 
search strategy to known minimal range 
of the beacon. Only through this we are 
able prevent the possible miss of the buri-
al.The search strip width should be broad 
as the beacon range when the transmit-
ting antenna is in the most unfavorable 
position 
In the most cases the ranges listed by the 
manufacturers were not in accordance  to 
the ranges reached in real conditions. The 
difference was from 5% to 45% shorter 
range when the transmitting antenna is in 
axial position. It is convenient to consider 
that in real conditions the ranges stated 
by the manufacturers are rarely reached.
The effect of walkie talkie or smartphone 
when placed near to the transmitting bea-
con is neglectable. The searching beacons 
shown minimal deviation in range (-16% 
to +14%) from the case when the buried 
beacon is without the walkie talkie 
(smartphone). Important thing is that it is 
not recommended to carry walkie talkie, 
smartphone or any electronic close to the 
transmitting beacon. Electronic devices 
with strong magnet when placed in specif-
ic and tight position to the transmitting 
beacon could possibly switch the device 
from send mode to the off mode. There 
will be more and more devices coming in 
the next years and it will be desirable to 
evaluate the functionality of them. There 
is a plan to repeat the test with new de-
vice coming to the markets in winter sea-
son 2011/2012.

Table 5. Measured ranges compared with the ranges according to 
manufacturers.

Figure 10. Measured ranges and ranges according to manufacturers.
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About the institution

Avalanche Prevention Centre of the Mountain Rescue Service in Slovakia was founded in 1972 
after  several large avalanche incidents. The centre publishes avalanche bulletins, operates the 
network of automatic weather stations in mountains of Slovakia, trains mountain rescuers, or-
ganizes avalanche awareness courses for the public, caries out avalanche mapping, hazard 
zoning and other activities in the area of avalanche prevention and safety.
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